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Interpolation by convex splines has recently attracted some attention, 
cf. McAllister et al. [4], McAllister and Roulier [5], Passow and Roulier [7] 
and Pence [8]. In this paper it is shown that the smoothest convex inter- 
polating function to convex data is a cubic spline. The proof of this result is 
based on the degree theory of mappings in finite dimensional Euclidian 
space. cf. Ortega and Rheinboldt [6, Chap. 61. The similar problem of 
finding the smoothest monotone interpolating function to monotone data 
was solved in Hornung [3]. 
1. THE PROBLEM A&D MAIS RESULTS 
Let a set X = (.~r .. . . . x,,) of fixed data points in the interval [a, b] with 
a = s,, < x1 < ... < x, < xnel = 6. n 3 1, and some boundary data 
70 , =a-1 E [R be given. The space of functions on [a, b] having square inte- 
grable derivatives of the k-th order is denoted by H’fa. 6). It is a Hilbert 
space with norm 
(1.1) DEFINITION. For an integer number k with 2 :< k < n - 2, a real 
number 7, and a vector z = (zl . . . . . zn)r E [w’” of interpolation data, a function 
II is called admissible, if II E H”(a, b) satisfies u(.Y~) = zr for i = O...., )I C 1 
and Wu i:: y a.e. on [a. b]. The set of all admissible functions is denoted by 
M../L 
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( 1.2) PROBLEM. A minimizer of the functional F(U) = : s: (D”l!(.\-)):’ (I.\- 
on the set ,M.,,L of admissible functions is called a solution of problem .A. +. 
(1.3) DEFINITION. (a) We denote by P the space of all splines p on 
[a. b] of degree k --- I with knots in X. which satisfy Dp(.y,) = 0 for ; -= 0. 
i = r~ - 1 and j = 0 ,._.. X -- 2. 
(b) For p E PL and 1 E 2 we set 
(c) We say that a function u satisfies condition C:,I(, if there is a p E P’- with 
Pu = p., on [a. b]. 
THEOREM 1. If for a given data rector z E Wi’ there is an admissible func- 
tion problem A,” has a unique solution. For an admissible function to soIce 
prodlem A,k condition C.,.” is suficient. 
(1.4) DEFINITION. (a) For z E UP we denote by d(z) = q = (ql ,..., q,)T c 
R” the vector of second difference quotients 
(b) A data vector z E RiZ is called :/-convex, if d(z) is an element of the set 
Q,, = {(ql ,..., q,)* E W qi ‘h. y for i = I..... 11:. 
THEOREM 2. Let z E W’” be u y-concex data rector. Then problem A.,” has 
a unique solution. For an admissible function to sohe problem A.,? condition C:.,e 
is necessary and suficient. The solution is a cubic spline hauing at most 
/ 
n I 1 
37. if’n odd. 
m(n) = 
3;. if. 17 ecen. 
\ - 
knots in (a, b): it depends continuously on the data z. 
Since the interpolating natural spline of degree 2k - 1 with knots in .Y 
satisfies condition C,” if -/3 is sufficiently large, theorems 1 and 2 are gene- 
ralizations of the well known minimal properties of natural splines. First we 
prove theorem 1. 
(1.5) LEMMA. The jimctional F is FrPchet-d#erentiable on Hk(a. b), 
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strictly convex on M.,” and coercice ocer My”, i.e. litn F(u) = f CC holds for 
III~II+ ,x anduE M.,“. 
Proqf: If 
we have 
F(u + p) - F(u) - (F’(u), p;>, = ; 1” (DkF(x))* d.y = fi(i v ii) 
n 
for U, ‘p E W(a, b), i.e. F’ is the FrCchet-differential of F. For any U, t’ E IW.,~, 
u f t? we have 
(F’(uj - F’(r), tl - r) = 1 b (LY(u - I.)(.Y))~ d.y-; -Cl 
since z4(Xi) = c(xJ = zi for i = O,..., n -: 1, and k < IZ - 2, this integral is 
positive. Hence F is strictly convex on M.,“, cf. Ekeland/Temam [2, Chap. I, 
Prop. 5.4 and 5.51. Let Ir be a polynomial of degree k - 1, which interpolates 
exactly k data (si , zi), in IC {O,..., rz + 1). Then for :( u I[ + co we have 
1, II - ii I! + co. On the subspace U of W(a, b) consisting of those functions 
17, for which u”(x<) = 0 for i E 1, the norm 
is equivalent to the norm induced from H’;(a, 6). Therefore ij u j - x implies 
i.e. F is coercive over MYk. 
Progf of theorem 1. Since M..” IS nonvoid. closed and convex, existence 
and uniqueness of a minimizer’follow from (1.5) cf. Ekeland/Temam [2, 
Chap. II, Prop. 1.21. Let u E M.,‘( satisfy condition Cv7~, and p E: Pk be chosen 
according to (1.3~). Then from the proof of (1.5) we have 
<F’(u), y? = r” p,.(s) Dkg;(x) dx 
-fl 
for any p; E W(a, b). If p is extended by zero outside [a, 61, and hi = D7+l 
p(si + 0) - P-lp(xi - 0) for i = 0 ,..., tz I 1, integration by parts yields 
[‘p(x) P’g;(x) d-y = (-1)” ‘2’ X&x<), 
. ‘( i=O 
hence 
F’(u). c/ ~~~ ( --I )! y h,c&,, 1.” (p.;(.\-, ~ /I(.\‘)) D;.g(s) dY 
1 -0 . ,, 
holds for F E H”‘(n. 6). For I’ L .ZI..: we have c(.uj) := u(.v~) for i O.....n I. 
therefore 
,,F’(u), L’ - u, = .I::/ (p..,(s) - p(s))(D”r(s) - p,,(x)) ti.\- 
It is easy to see that this integral is nonnegative. Since p., - p .--I 0. we have to 
consider only an .X e [a, b]. for which P.,(X) - P(X) ‘:. 0. i.e. p(.u) -:: 7 and 
p.,,(s) == y. From D’%(s) ~~ y for almost all s E [a. b] we deduce 
‘F’(u), 1’ - 11 0 
for any c E MYL. Therefore. 21 is a minimizer of F on M,.L. cf. Ekeland and 
Temam [2, Chap. 11, Prop. 2.11. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of theorem 2. The first 
step is the demonstration that ;/-convexity of a data vector z implies the 
existence of an admissible function. 
( I .6) LEWMA. If z E R” is y-come.\-, thrtr t/lea’ is u functiorl 1’ E Cl-[u, b] 
n.ith I’(.Y;) =: zi.for i = 0 . . . . . II - I rind D%: ’ ;J on [ct. b]: the set M ” is tlort- 
coid. 
Proqf Let q = (qr ,.... y,,)T = A(Z) and jj be chosen such that q, :. 7 _. y 
for i = I . .._. n. Then we define 
and 
Since q E QB . we hav(e K, :z:. 0. For 
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and 
U,,l = sn+l'z L (x,+1 - x,) (p - I) 
we obtain 
CT-1 - u; 
X-l - .rj 
- j7 = Ki - Ki-1 > 0 
for all i = O,.... n. For any 7 E (0, 1) a nondecreasing function I,!J~ E C[O, l] 
can be chosen such that $,(O) = 0. &r,(l) = I, P&(O) = D&(l) = 0 for 
all ,j = 1, 2 . . . . . and Jt t+&(t) dt = 7. We define 
and 
for i :=- O..... n. Now we have ri E C’[xi : xi_,] and L:~(.Y~) = zI . Dvi(xr) = ur . 
D2ci(x~) = 7, Dr;,(x,) = 0 for ,j = 3. 4 . . . . . I = i. i f 1 and D2ci 3 p on 
[.I-;. s-r]. Therefore the function 
z:(x) = r;(x) for I E [xi . siPI] 
has the desired properties. 
In the proof of theorem 2 the necessity of condition CY2 remains to be 
shown. As a preparation we reformulate this condition as an operator 
equation. 
(1.7) DEFINITIOS. (a) Let r,, = ~,,_r = 0. For a vector r = (rl ,..., rn)r E 
R” we denote by n(r) 1 p E P2 the polygonal function on [a. b] with knots 
in X, for which p(x,) = ri holds. 
(b) Let G be Green’s function for the differential operator D’ on [a, b] with 
boundary conditions u(a) = (r(b) = 0. i.e. 
G(x, t) = 1 
((s - h)(t - a). if a ;T; t C .y ;:< b 
h - u ((s - u)(t - h). if a < .Y -: r T h. 
Then for p E P2 and Y E R we denote by r,(p) = II the function on [a, b] 
defined by 
L!(X) = Y Z" f (.r - a) Z&) - I'" G(s. t I p,(r) c/t. ) 
* ,I 
6+0:28,3-+ 
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(c) For a l‘unction II on [u. h] let il(~r) : be rhe \cctor (I, .._ 1, )i 2:. 
\\ith :, 11(.\-,) for i I Il. 
(d) For \ G R u-e define S, r., n and T. 3 .‘I S, 
( 1.X) COROLLARY-. !t’z y ,2{’ i.s y-come.\-. q A(r). r E 9,. rrlld T (I’) q. 
the/l 11 = S..(r) is the solution qf’problpnl A. ‘. 
Proof Since 3 : K” + R” is a regular atfine mapping. we ha\e z -1 
S,.(r) -- r,l(~). i.e. I((.\.,) =~ 1, for i mu 0 . . . . . II - I. For p =- D(I.) we obtain 
from (I .7b. d) II = T...(p) and PU = p.,. G:- y on [N. b]. Evidently II is admis- 
sible and condition C.” is satisfied. According to theorem I the function II 
solves problem .4. ?. 
2. THE HOMOTOPV 
In this paragraph we study the operator family T, We begin with a well 
known representation of the second difference quotient. 
(2. I) LEMMA. (a) !f 
r E R”, q =.:: T,(r), rind p = n(r). u’e hnrr 
2 
. .(‘I 1 
(1, -~ ~~ 
.\, , - .\-, 1 . J., , 
p,(s) w;(x) f1.Y. 
(b) If fj 3-- 1 ,for j = i ~ 1. i. i ~ I. t/let! 
Proqf. Since 
formula (a) follow from 
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according to Peano’s theorem on the representation of linear functionals, cf. 
Werner.:Schaback [9, example 4.51. Formula (b) is a direct consequence of (a). 
qi ;:t cy = 
2a” f 3pfi” - 3pp -~ B” - 3fip” 
3(a - p)’ 
Proof. From (2.1) we have c/, = I:(.Y~;~ - .Y,_~) (cl,- C y,m ) with 
..‘?I qi- = 2 
I 
.‘.! L 
p,(x) Wf(S) d.Y and 9i = 2 .I/, /!l,(.Y) w;(s) fl.Y. *xi 1 
(a) First we consider q, . If we define s = si L (siml - s;) 7. T#, = 
(p ~ ;~)‘(p ~- u). and 
ii(T) = y, _ (u 1. p)T 1; T: z; ; ;! ;” * . . 
the assumptions on r imply P,(X) < P(T) for T E [O. I]. Since W; ;I 0. we 
obtain the inequality 
2 :I.: ~--- [-‘i -’ ~(~)(l _ T) rl.\- 
-. .Yjml - .Yj . .ri 
= 2 J,l j(T)( I - T) dT 
= 2 c[Tr(I - T)f!T - (‘1(-p .A (CT - p)7)(1 
‘0 . i,l 
u - 2p (p 2 y)’ I (p - yj3 
3 P-0 3 (p - a)’ - cL 
- 
- 7) dT) 
Y. 
In a similar way we get 
This yields 
(b) First we consider y? If we detine s .Y, 1~ (Xi-, - Xi) T. T,, 
(I7 - ,d,.,(u p). 
)a-(r --P)T. if 
1)(T) = g* 
0 T . ..I 7,) 
if T,) T : 1. 
the assumptions on I’ imply p,(x) -..: II(:) for 7 E [O. I]. Since w, .> 0. wr: 
obtain the inequality 
I 2 .‘,-I -. -----~ l/t -~~- ji(T)( I ~ 7) 11.1 .\‘,., ., - ,-. -v, 1 I --- .‘-I =’ ’ I 
-= 2 ( pi - (a p)r)( I - T) l/T L 1-l - B( I - T) lb) 
‘- I, L -8, 
(n /I)” I (u ~- j3,:’ 
7 !3=c, 
u p 3 (u - p)- 
In a similar \vay we set 
This yields c/, : c? . 
uw ~.rrlid. 
Proqf If p = tj and (r = rs. we obtain from (2.2) 
and 
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(2.4) DEFINITION. For p, a ,- 0 let 
K(p, G) = {(rl ,..., rll)= E [w” -p (: r, <: G for i = I...., n1 
and PK(p, a) be the boundary of the cube K(p. u). 
(2.5) COROLLARY. If q E Q.,, and -p < y < ,f3. there are numbers p, u 1;s ,l3 
such that 
for all n E [-/3, ~1. 
Proof. Since qi > y, there is an E > 0 such that qi - y > E and qi < (1;“~) 
for i == I,.... n. If p, f3 > /3 are chosen according to (2.3) and r E aK(p, G), we 
have ri = -p or ri = 0 for some i = l,.... n. If q = T,(r). then (2.2a) 
implies E < q1 - y < cl < E in the first case and (2.2b) implies (I /c) > qi > 
c., 2 (1 /c) in the second. Thus we get a contradiction in both cases. 
3. THE DEGREE 
In this paragraph we show that for q E Q, the degree deg(E, . K(p, o), q) of 
the mapping T., is nonzero, if the cube K(p. u) is chosen appropriately. From 
this, theorem 2 is easily deduced. 
(3.1’) LEMMA. Zfy E R and q E Q., , there is a number /3 > y 1 such that 
de,@-, , K(P, 4, cI) f 0 
for all p, (5 2 p. 
Proof. Let z = (zl ,.... 5, )r = O-l(q) and ZI* be the natural cubic spline 
on [a, b] with knots in X, which interpolates the data (-xi : zi), i = O..... n 1 1. 
Let r” = (r:,..., r:), r,” = D’zl*(xJ for i = l...., n. and ,/3 > maxIGiitl / rf i . 
Then for a = ---I? we have .S,(r*) = U* and T,(r*) = q. Since (2.lb) applies 
for r E K(/$ a), the mapping T, is linear on K(i/c, G). The matrix corresponding 
to T, is diagonally dominant. therefore T, is regular and r* is the unique 
solution r of the equation T,(r) = q in the cube K@, G). From an elementary 
property of the degree we obtain 
deg(T, z K@, u). q) E (+ 1, - 1 I-, 
cf. Ortega and Rheinboldt [6, 6.1.21. It follows that q c T,(K(p, u) - K((p, u)). 
For otherwise, we have two solutions of problem A,” according to (1.8), 
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llalll~l~ 1! S,(/. ’ ) u ith I’ -- K($. CT). 1.e.. -;3 r; 0 for i I..... II. and 
on the other hand u = S,(T) fur some I’ .c K(p, CT) ~ K(i3. u). i.e.. I’, --,3 , 
or/‘, u 3 for some i _ I..... 17. Consequently \ve have for pY f7tr ‘) 
and j' n(r) 
so 11. and II are distinct. \\hich contradicts theorem I. Frotn the excision 
theorem. cf. Ortega and Rheinboldt [6, 6.2.81, it then follo\vs 
deg( E.. . K(p. 0). cl) = 0: 
tqutioii P,,.(r) = q hns fl .solutioi7 r 5 K( p. CT). 
Proc$ Let 13 ;,’ be chosen according to (3. I) and p. G :- ;3 ah in (2.5). 
Since the mapping T: [-5. ;I] I k’((p. ) (T - R” is continuous. we can apply 
the theorem on the homotopy invariance of the degree. cf. OrtegajRheinboldt 
[6. 6.2.21. From (2.5) and (3.1) \\e deduce that the degree is nonzero. The 
solvability of the operator equation follows from Kronecker’s theorem. cf. 
Orte&Rheinboldt [6. 6.3. I]. 
P~or?fqf’tl7c~o/.c,/il 2. From theorem I and ( I .6) \ve have the existence and 
uniqueness of a ho/ution and the sufficiency of condition C. ?. For the demon- 
stration of the necessity of C.‘. let (/ = A(:) E Q... and II be the solution of 
.4.,.“. From (3.2) there is a solution of the equation r,.(r) (J. Therefore. (1.8) 
implies that ii == S.,.(r) solves problem A:.“. Since this solution is unique. ue 
have fi = II. For 1’ = n(r) E P2 we have r..(p) == u. i.e. D”u =I I),. This means 
that C.” is satisfied. Evidently /I. is a polygonal function on [n, b] having at 
most 177(/z) knots. Therefore. II is a cubic spline. From (2.1) it is easily seen 
that the solution of the equation E,(r) = y is in the open set R.. of those 
I’ E R’ which satisfy r,+, -. 1, or r,~_l ._, ;, if r, ::;i y. i : I,.... II. Since the 
spline II is unique. the function p.,. = D”u and the vector I’. I’, : I>(“;) are 
uniquely determined. Therefore. E. : R. --) Q.,. is a continuous; one-to-one 
mapping. The domain invariance theorem. cf. Deimling [I. Theorem I I. 31. 
implies the continuity of r;‘. Hence. II x S., I”:.? d(z) depends continuous- 
ly 011 :. 
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